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Dear reader,
Valuentum has been among the most successful investment publishing companies launched in this decade. As
we’ve grown and added more features, we’ve learned so much along the way!
More recently, you may have noticed that we changed the prices of our membership plans and now only offer
monthly plans, save for custom arrangements and the Nelson Exclusive publication. Our new prices are
$29.99/month for the individual plan, $49.99/month for the adviser plan, and $99.99/month for an institutional
seat. The Nelson Exclusive remains $1,000/year.
I wanted to let you know that the new rates only apply to new subscribers, effective a couple weeks ago, so if you
are on an existing plan and want to keep your savings, don’t cancel or let your payments lapse , or you’ll lose the
plan that you are currently on. It’s my way of saying thank you for being there these past several years. If you are
a longtime member, your subscription fee is grandfathered in.
From all of us at Valuentum, our very best wishes! Our thanks to you!
Kind regards,
Brian Nelson, CFA
------------------------------------------------The High Yield Dividend Newsletter, Best Ideas Newsletter, Dividend Growth Newsletter, Nelson Exclusive publication, and any reports and content found on this
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